Community meeting agenda
Welcome and Introductions
Presentation by Coastal Partnership East (CPE)team
Questions to the CPE team
Election of Chairman for the future
Election of Vice-Chairman
Election of Hon. Secretary
Discussion processes and aims
Next meeting and update from CPE

Pakefield
Presentation to the
Community Steering Group

Introducing the
team and aims
and objectives
of the
presentation
Karen Thomas, Head of
Partnership

•
•
•
•

Who are Coastal Partnership East?
The team and their roles
Pakefield in the national context
Pakefield in the local context – our technical
work to date
• Pakefield in the local context – planning
• Pakefield in the local context – engaging with
communities
• Questions from you

National Policy and
Strategy
• Government Budget £5.2B
• Pre Covid-19

• FCERM Strategy & Defra Policy

• June 2020- strong adaptation theme

• PF Calculator

• Property number-focus
• Challenging for Coastal erosion frontages

• SMP Refresh- asks to re-consider our
policies- can they be delivered?
• CPE- challenging national policy, developing new
tools, seeking opportunities to bring funding to the
coast (EFRA committee/ Env. Audit Committee)

Coastal change
at Pakefield

Pakefield Erosion
Background
Monitoring of past change
Forecasts of future change
Approach to Management
Options for Defence
Summary
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Pakefield Erosion – Background.

Photos 2007
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Pakefield Erosion - Causes. Photo copyright Google.
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Monitoring & Data Analysis

Anglian & Coastal
Monitoring
Group

Collecting Data
since 1991

Wave Data –
Wave Buoy’s

Aerial
Photography
Survey

Lidar Surveys

Topographical –
Beach Levels

Bathymetric

Benacre Ness movement (2014-2019) using very high
resolution (VHR) Earth Observation (EO) data

Ness widest
position 2019

Calculated
Rate of Ness
Movement:
400m / 5 yrs
= ~ 80m/yr

Note that this aerial image from Google Maps is old
~2017, therefore it does not show the current (2020)
Ness position. Google Maps is used to georeference the
ness positions in 2014 & 2019 taken from Satellite
imagery, (thanks to Dr Geoff Smith and the MAppEO
project) against permanently fixed terrestrial landmarks,
in order to calculate the distance between points.

Ness widest
position 2014

This rate is
consistent with
that calculated
in the Coastal
Change Report
(2019) using
Lidar data from
2011-2017. This
result indicates
consistency in
the Ness’ rate of
migration over
the last decade.

Pakefield

Profile Ref: S005
All Saints Church

Map of topographic survey
locations - used to monitor
‘beach health’.
 Due to accelerated coastal change at Pakefield last
winter CPE increased the topographic survey

Profile Ref: LW073
Nightingale Road
Profile Ref: LW076
Cliftonville Road
Profile Ref: S006
Arbor Lane

frequency from twice yearly (winter/summer) to
monthly.
 Data was collected in Jan, Feb & March 2020
 Latter surveys halted due to COVID restrictions.
 Surveys due to recommence as priority for
contractor.

Graph showing movement of Mean Sea Level (MSL) at four locations in Pakefield, over time.

S006 Arbor Lane

A steeper line gradient indicates more rapid change ,whilst a flatter line represents slower change and hence a more
stable beach over time.

LW073 Nightengale Road
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+ A positive change (line goes up) over time shows a general trend of beach widening due to prevailing accretion.

The two northern most profiles display this trend (LW073 Yellow & S005 Blue line).

- A negative change (line goes down) over time shows a general decline in beach width due to prevailing erosion.

The two southern most profiles display this trend (S006 Red & LW076 Green).

55

Year of monitoring data

LW076 Cliftonville Road
S005 Pakefield Church

Pakefield Erosion – Forecast 1
Plan showing extents N of AL – in CPE report?
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Pakefield Erosion – Forecast 2 (2.5/80)
Location

Year cliff
Year Ness Potential
toe
protection cliff top
erosion
arrives
erosion (m)
starts
Caravan Park South end
Started
2030/35
25 - 30

Distance at
cliff top to
nearest
property (m)
5

Started

2033/38

25 - 30

5

Arbor Lane

2024/29

2035/40

15 - 20

5

Cliftonville Road

2029/35

2037/42

5 - 10

40

Grand Avenue

2033/38

2038/43

0-5

25

Nightingale Road

2040/45

2039/44

0

15

The Cliffs South End
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Pakefield Erosion – Forecast 3 (4/80)
Location

Year cliff
Year Ness Potential
toe
protection cliff top
erosion
arrives
erosion (m)
starts
Caravan Park South end
Started
2030/35
45 – 50

Distance at
cliff top to
nearest
property (m)
5

Started

2033/38

45 – 50

5

Arbor Lane

2020/25

2035/40

40 – 45

5

Cliftonville Road

2024/29

2037/42

30 - 35

40

Grand Avenue

2026/31

2038/43

25 - 30

25

Nightingale Road

2030/35

2039/44

15 - 20

15

The Cliffs South End
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Pakefield
Erosion –
Approach to
management
Shoreline Management Plans
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Pakefield Erosion SMP Policy Detail
 The plan is for managed realignment of the whole area while
holding the line to specific areas within this.
 The main aim is to maintain protection to core assets of the village
by maintaining a beach.
 This requires strategic control of erosion at the promenade south
of the Pakefield Headland (CEFAS) and beneath the cliffs to the
south of Pakefield (south of Arbor Lane).
 In the southern area the opportunity may be taken to protect
property at the crest of the cliff.
 Funding may be a significant issue.
 Some realignment may be required with loss of properties
working in partnership along the coast

Pakefield
Erosion –
Options for
defence 1
Photo 2007.
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Pakefield Erosion – Options for defence 2
Example - The Corton rock armour
slope shown left has a unit mass of ~
30 tons/m. The average rock size is a
cube of 1.2m length. It is shown with a
low beach level. Less rock would be
visible in the early years if the rock
slope toe was buried at Pakefield.
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Pakefield Erosion – Summary.
 The rate of erosion at south Pakefield over winter 2019/20 has been exceptionally
high.
 There is an imminent threat to property at The Cliffs.
 The Council is reviewing options to respond to erosion south of Arbor Lane based
upon the current policy and intent for management.
 Coastal erosion is likely to extend northward into the Pakefield village frontage.
 Benacre Ness is likely to continue to move north to protect Pakefield.
 The extent of erosion and the time of arrival of Ness protection cannot be predicted
with certainty.
 The Council will continue to monitor change over the full Pakefield frontage.
 The Council’s response to coastal change will be developed in partnership with the
Community.
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Planning
considerations,
policy and support

 National Planning Policy Framework supports the policy of
relocation of development and infrastructure (para 167)
 Waveney Local Plan (2019, policy WLP8.26) allows the relocation
and replacement of various buildings and uses where they:

Local Policy i)

 are within the Coastal Change Management Area
 are forecast to be affected by erosion within 20 years
 are relocated to appropriate areas safe from the risk of erosion

 Development and Coastal Change Supplementary Planning
Document (2013) provides further details on how relocation sites
will be considered

Local Policy ii)

 Seven plots are safeguarded in a housing allocation site (now an
application which has a resolution to approve from the Planning
Committee) in Reydon (Policy WLP6.1) to facilitate relocation from
Easton Bavents of current and past homes at risk/lost to coastal
erosion
 The Council is keen to work to help facilitate relocation of homes
and businesses in affected areas, where appropriate. However, the
issues are rarely straightforward and quick to resolve and require
significant community and landowner support

Community
engagement

Pakefield Community Engagement
Early 2019 onwards
•

Engagement with Pakefield Caravan Park/members of the community

November 2019
•

Initial face to face discussions with caravan park and Arbor Lane cliff top property
owners

December 2019
•

Newsletter distributed to Councilors, Arbor Lane cliff top property owners, caravan
park, CPE website

•

Letters to Arbor Lane cliff top properties and caravan park ahead of storm
conditions

February 2020
•

Meetings with Arbor Lane cliff top residents

•

Weather warning/erosion risk letter to Arbor Lane cliff top property owners,
caravan park and Councilors

•

Erosion update letter to Arbor Lane cliff top residents and caravan park

•

Further Information to Councilors

April 2020
•

Communications ref supporting Pakefield Erosion Steering Group
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Working with communities
• How we work with others.
• Tools and techniques during
challenging times.
• How you can help us to get it right
for you.

Summary, next
steps and questions

